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Writing Our Space - an LGBTQ+ Anthology: 2021
The Arkbound Foundation
In this space nothing else exists, we are invisible and filled with our significance. I am an expanse
of existence melding into yours, unbound by language or physicality and it makes us free. ' Mel
Reeve, Shapeshifter from In Our Words In Our Words is a collection of personal essays, short
stories, poems, and scripts written by members of the LGBTQ+ community across the UK. This
collection spans from heartbreak on buses to loving our childhood selves; from tiger print skirts
to reflections on an HIV diagnosis.
In Our Words features some of our community's most talented voices such as: Andres N. Ordica
(winner of the Bloomsbury Short Story Slam 2016), Rosie Wilby (author of Is Monogamy Dead?),
and Beth Kirkbride (founder and editor of The Independent). This insight into modern queerness
speaks to our love, our grief, and our resilience, as both individuals and a community. To the
LGBTQ+ community, from the LGBTQ+ community - in our own words.
PB 9781912092529 £7.99 July 2021 Arkbound 220 pages

Separation Anxiety
Gavin Bradley
This poignant debut by Gavin Bradley explores the emotional toll of different kinds of separation:
from a partner, a previously held sense of self, or a home and the people left behind. The main
narrative describes the deterioration of a long-term relationship, interweaving poems dealing
with the loneliness of immigration and the anxiety of separation from Northern Ireland, the
poet's homeland.
These personal poems enter their stories through a variety of characters and places, from dock
builders to dogs, from shorelines to volcanoes, to "mouths soft and humming like beehives."
Other sections of the collection examine a post-Troubles' experience in Northern Ireland
(evoking the lived experience of growing up with bombs and domineering Catholicism), tell
grandfather stories, and show a lasting love for the people, the language, and the land.
Separation Anxiety ultimately conveys a message of hope, reminding us that "we'll be
remembered for / ourselves, and not the spaces we / leave behind."

About the Author: Gavin Bradley is an award-winning writer from Belfast, Northern Ireland,
currently living in Edmonton, on Treaty 6 territory. His work has appeared in The Irish Times, The
North, Best New British and Irish Poets, and Glass Buffalo.
PB 9781772126013 £15.99 March 2022 University of Alberta Press 80 pages
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Poetry & Anthologies
Across the Pass - A collection of tramping writing
Shaun Barnett
New Zealanders have produced a rich body of literature about tramping, with writing spanning
nearly two centuries and ranging from poetry and songs, journals and newspaper pieces to
magazine articles and books. The pieces in Across the Pass, as selected by Shaun Barnett, range
from epic tales to stories of strolls.
Some writers celebrate the intricacies of nature and the strong bond forged when facing
challenges together, while others talk of treading the trails first pioneered by their ancestors. All
say something about the many textures and colours of the experience we call tramping. Across
the Pass includes writing from New Zealanders such as writer John Mulgan, mountaineers Sir
Edmund Hillary and Lydia Bradey, adventurer Graeme Dingle, public servant Bill Sutch, MP
Eugenie Sage, and photographer Craig Potton.
HB 9781990048081 £22.50 February 2022 Otago University Press 372 pages b/w illus

Almost Beauty - New and Selected Poems
Sue Sinclair
Sue Sinclair has been praised for her "crisp, lyrical poems imbued with subtle, subtextual
philosophic musings" (Globe and Mail). She has been described as a poet who "writes her way to
a new understanding of the world and carries her readers with her" (Journal of Canadian Poetry).
Sinclair's debut collection, Secrets of Weather and Hope, was nominated for the Gerald Lampert
Award, while subsequent collections have earned a place on the Globe Top 100 list (Mortal
Arguments), won the IPPY Poetry Award (The Drunken Lovely Bird), and the Pat Lowther Award
(Heaven's Thieves).
This collection includes an introductory essay by editor and poet Ross Leckie, over one hundred
selected poems from Sinclair's twenty-year career, and new poems that consider the poet's
evolving relationships with the idea of beauty and with the more-than-human world in a time of
manufactured upheaval. The new poems, many never-before published, exemplify Sinclair's
masterful powers of observation and her precise, arresting language.
PB 9781773102344 £19.99 March 2022 Goose Lane Editions 224 pages

Arborophobia
Nancy Holmes
Arborophobia, the latest collection by award-winning poet Nancy Holmes, is a poetic spiritual
reckoning. Its elegies, litanies, and indictments concern wonder, guilt, and grief about the
journey of human life and the state of the natural world. When a child attempts suicide and
western North America burns and the creep of mortality closes in, is spiritual and emotional
solace possible or even desirable? Answers abound in measured, texturally intimate, and often
surprising ways.
The title sequence, named for a word that means "hatred of trees," sassily blurs the boundaries
between human beings and Ponderosa pines, reminding us how fragile our conceptual
frameworks really are. Another sequence responds to Julian of Norwich's writing and call "to
practise the art / of letting things happen." Saints' lives interlace with our quotidian experience,
smudging connections between the spiritual and the earthly. Taking a hard look at what we have
done to this beautiful planet and to those we love, Arborophobia is a companion for all who
grapple with the problem of hope in times of crisis.
PB 9781772126020 £15.99 March 2022 University of Alberta Press 104 pages
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Brass Band to Follow
Bryan Walpert
Bryan Walpert’s fourth collection of lyric poems ranges in its focus from flowers to infinities, from
laundry to eternity, but is founded most fully on what it is to move into middle age -- to wait still
for life’s promised brass band to arrive.
Whether writing from the perspective of a parent watching childhood slip away or ventriloquising
the 17th-century scientific language of Robert Hooke and Robert Boyle to craft surprising love
poems, he engages the world with a keen and often witty perception, a deft juggling of the
sentence, and a sense of wonder. Frequently playful in approach, the poems are always serious
in their engagement with the bewildering nature of time passing -- of growing up, and growing
old.
PB 9781990048043 £14.00 August 2021 Otago University Press 88 pages

Falling in the Direction of Up
Kurt Luchs
This, the first full-length poetry collection by Kurt Luchs (author of It’s Funny Until Someone Loses
an Eye), contains enough references to the present moment to signal that it was written in this
century, but otherwise it seems almost a book from a different era, specifically, that of the
innovative American poetry of the sixties and seventies. The author has clearly been inspired by
the free verse of Robert Bly, W.S. Merwin, James Tate and Charles Simic, among others. However,
his voice remains very much his own: lyrical, direct, mysterious, funny, and awestruck by turns,
often in the same poem. There is nothing trendy or up to date about these poems, which may
be why so many of them feel both fresh and timeless. He divides the book into four sections
forming a loose sort of arc.
The opening section, Feral Grief, recounts a brutal and loveless childhood endured with his
siblings, a dark tale he tells without self-pity and with flashes of savage humour and grace. One
of these poems, Suzie, about a memorably awful family dog, won the 2019 Atlanta Review
International Poetry Contest. The second part, Night and Morning, shifts the mood into the light
with closely observed nature lyrics and meditations. Section three, The Sound of Water, appears
to be a catch-all housing the surreal, the satirical and the spiritual, a kind of literary thrift store
window where a comic swipe at the false promise of shampoo-conditioner sits comfortably next
to a heartfelt tribute to J.S. Bach. He concludes with a powerful section that shares its crookedly
optimistic title with the book itself, Falling in the Direction of Up. These are striking love poems
that range from joyful to mournful to sensual to bemused -- again, sometimes all at once -sharply written and revealing the redemptive power of the human spirit. Taken together, these
accomplished verses read less like a first book than like the work of a poet writing at the height
of his powers, what James Wright called the poetry of a grown man.
PB 9781952386077 £15.99 May 2021 Sagging Meniscus Press 98 pages

Ghosts
Siobhan Harvey
Poet Siobhan Harvey’s latest collection is about migration, outcasts, the search for home, and
the ghosts we live with, including the ones who occupy our memories, ancestries, and stories. It
begins in a contemporary inner-city suburb where a poet starts to chart the regeneration she
witnesses, its difficulties and opportunities. Along the way, the collection moves across timezones, oceans, and continents, breaking down personal and political walls, and unleashing ghosts
everywhere. Ultimately, GHOSTS is a work concerned with dislocation, rejection, homelessness,
family trauma and how we can give voice to the lost souls inside us all.
PB 9781988592985 £15.00 July 2021 Otago University Press 112 pages
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Gibbous Moon
Dennis Cooley, Michael Matthews
A gibbous moon arrives in shadow and light. First at waxing then at waning, two moons in one
cycle just shy of full. Poet Dennis Cooley's eloquent words merge with photographer/composer
Michael Matthews' decadent abstract photographs. These two celebrated artists draw
connections and parallels to each other's masterful art forms, tying the two together seamlessly.
The antecedent and subsequent illuminate the night sky with their dance; the shadows and the
light taking turns at showing us the way through the darkness.
PB 9781988168531 £16.99 October 2021 At Bay Press 176 pages 81 colour photos

Landfall 241
Edited by Emma Neale
Results from the 2021 Charles Brasch Young Writers’ Essay Competition. The latest reviews of
New Zealand books as well as stunning new writing from established literary heavyweights and
thrilling new voices -- the work promises to range from the wry, ludic, and lyrical, to gripping
body horror as social commentary, which is at once comic and unsettling. Art by Claire Beynon,
Ewan McDougall (cover artist) and Bridget Reweti.
PB 9781990048012 £15.00 September 2021 Otago University Press 208 pages illus

Landfall 242
Lynley Edmeades
Landfall is New Zealand’s foremost and longest-running arts and literary journal. It showcases
new fiction and poetry, as well as biographical and critical essays, and cultural commentary. Each
issue brims with a mix of vital new work by this country’s top new and more established writers’
latest reviews of New Zealand book as well as stunning new writing from established literary
heavyweights and thrilling new voices – the work promises to range from the wry, ludic, and
lyrical, to gripping body horror as social commentary, which is at once comic and unsettling. This
issue will be the first from new Landfall editor Lynley Edmeades.
PB 9781990048111 £15.00 February 2022 Otago University Press 208 pages 16 colour illus

Mechanical Monkeys
Darrell Epp
A new collection of poems from Darrell Epp. His previous two collections of poems, After Hours
(2016, second revised printing 2017) and Sinners Dance (2018), both published by Mosaic Press,
received very wide critical acclaim. Darrell Epp is now established as one of the most original
voices on the poetry scene!
His readership is rapidly expanding with seventeen 5-star reviews on Amazon US and Amazon
Canada. His poetry has been published on 6 continents in over 100 magazines, including Poetry
Ireland, Queen's Quarterly, Exile, Rhino, Grain, The Fiddlehead, Dalhousie Review, Prairie Fire,
Maissonneuve, Sub-Terrain, and The Saranac Review. He is also the Winner of the City of
Hamilton's Literary Award and has been invited to read in over fifty venues in Canada, the UK,
and the USA.
PB 9781771615525 £17.99 July 2021 Mosaic Press 128 pages
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Metastasis
Josie Di Sciasia-Andrews
"Courageous...bold...disturbing...a timely and important new addition of original poems to the
reputation of an established poetic voice." Josie Di Sciascio-Andrews characterizes her new book
of poems as follows, "Metaphorically carcinogenic, viral corruption threatens the world in an era
of surveillance, monopolizing oligarchies and moral decay. From an unexpected diagnosis to the
loss of a precious mother, to greed endangering our ecosystem, Metastasis guides us poetically
through a dark, heartless underworld of invisible machinations.
Like Virgil leading Dante through the circles of Hell, it shines a light upon the rot of both the
physical and spiritual disease spreading endemic aided by artificial intelligence's net trap. As
above, so below, there is a weird energy tearing everything asunder. Through the revelatory
power of writing, philosophical ponderings and snippets of scientific data, this book illuminates
us with emergent concepts never before tackled in a poetry collection, not in Canada and
nowhere else."
PB 9781771615365 £17.99 July 2021 Mosaic Press 124 pages

Milkvetch & Violets - Poems by Mohammad Reza Shafi'i-Kadkani
Translated by Mojdeh Bahar
Mohammad Reza Shafi’i-Kadkani is a contemporary Iranian poet, literary critic, editor, author,
and translator born in 1939. His nature poetry, which comprise most of the poems in this book,
are harbingers of hope. His wildflowers and birds anticipate the arrival of spring. His milkvetch
contemplates its predicament but finds a way to convey its message through the breeze. His
wintersweet outsmarts the drought; his mountain osier, pine and petunia are the songs of life;
his rain cleanses the earth and purifies the words; his poppy is reckless, his sea fearless; his
jasmines and sweetbriars are miraculous.
Kadkani is at once a modern poet and a classical one, well versed in both traditions. His themes,
language, and style are unique, fusing the old with the new, the classic with the modern. Mojdeh
Bahar was born in 1973 in Iran to a family of poets and writers. Her parents emigrated to the U.S.
when she was 14. Although she is a patent lawyer by profession, she continued her deep interest
in Persian poetry. This is her first book of translations from one of her favourite contemporary
Persian poets.
PB 9781949445329 £18.99 June 2021 Mage Publishers Inc (US) 90 pages

Miraculous Sickness
Ky Perraun
Miraculous Sickness deals with society's views and treatment of schizophrenia from ancient
times to modern day. From the cure for demon possession to the recovery model, Miraculous
Sickness sheds light on a subject matter still shrouded in misconceptions and myth. In this
collection of poetry, we get a sense how our approach to dealing with mental illness and those
affected has evolved, yet how far we have yet to go. Skilfully wrought poems that detail her own
lived experience, the poet expounds upon difficult terrain with careful footing so as to create a
dialogue for all to consider.
PB 9781988168579 £15.99 September 2021 At Bay Press 152 pages
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Myself A Paperclip
Triny Finlay
Leaving a drawer open in here is like leaving your fly undone is like letting a scab hang off a
healing wound. In Myself A Paperclip, Finlay sketches the internal self and the external whir of
the psychiatric ward, laying bare its daily rhythms. Memories, musings, echoes, and meditations
on stigma coalesce quarters dispensed into a payphone to listen to the stunned silence of a
partner; Splenda packets and rice pudding hoarded in dresser drawers; counting back from ten
as electrodes connect with the temple. Deeply personal and reflective, Myself A Paperclip
confronts abuse and experiences with debilitating mental illnesses, therapies, and
hospitalizations, all shaped into the remarkable form of a serial long poem.

About the Author: Triny Finlay is a queer poet, writer, teacher, and mother whose collections
include Splitting Off and Histories Haunt Us. Her writing has appeared in Breathing Fire 2:
Canada's New Poets, Arc Poetry Magazine, Contemporary Verse 2, The Fiddlehead, Grain, The
London Reader, The Malahat Review, Plenitude, University of Toronto Quarterly, and
Untethered. She teaches English and Creative Writing at the University of New Brunswick in
Fredericton.
PB 9781773102153 £15.99 October 2021 Goose Lane Editions 80 pages

Occasionally Petty
Michelle Lietz
Like lyrics from a rock and roll album, this debut collection of poetry unfolds page-by-page to
reveal a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. Michelle Lietz grew up listening to the
songs of Tom Petty. When the news of his passing was announced, the poet felt a piece of her
past break away. Her beautiful poetry takes lyrics from Petty's songs to launch her exploration
on themes of nostalgia, adolescence, and the poet's mixed Yaqui, European and Middle Eastern
identity.

About the Author: Michelle Lietz is an American Indigenous writer of mixed Yaqui, European
and Middle Eastern descent. She is currently pursuing a PhD in Indigenous Literature at the
University of Manitoba in Winnipeg.
PB 9781988168593 £19.99 April 2022 At Bay Press 125 pages

Pearls That Soak My Dress - Elegies for a Child
Jahan Malek Khatun Translated by Dick Davis
Jahan Khatun was a fourteenth-century Persian princess who lived through tumultuous political
upheavals: her father was murdered when she was a teenager, eleven years later her family’s
dynasty was overthrown and all her male relatives were killed, and once her family had lost all
their political power, she suffered imprisonment and exile. Despite all this her poems give us a
charming portrait of someone eagerly grasping for whatever pleasures she could salvage from
life. Only one thing seems to have defeated her apparently indomitable spirit, the death of her
infant daughter Soltan Bakht. She mentions her family’s and her own political setbacks in her
poems, but not often and only briefly; for her daughter though she wrote twenty-three heartfelt,
despairing elegies, and it is clear that the death of her young child was the one disaster in her life
that she found impossible to deal with. This little book contains verse translations of all twentythree elegies, rendered into English for the first time.

About the Author: Dick Davis is an accomplished poet and scholar; he is also the finest
translator of Persian poetry. With Layli and Majnun, he brings Nezami’s classic to life for the first
time in brilliant and moving English verse that captures all the extraordinary power and ingenuity
of the original poem.
PB 9781949445336 £22.99 July 2021 Mage Publishers Inc (US) 90 pages
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Poems that Do Not Sleep
Hassan al Nawwab
Hassan Al Nawwab is a former Iraqi soldier who came to Australia after the war with his family
20 years ago. With devastating simplicity, these imagistic poems speak of war and terror, of
homesickness in exile, the blessings of peace and the pain of belonging. The collection is in two
parts, Tree Flying and Diaspora, and each poem is presented with its counterpart in Arabic on the
opposite page, as translated from English by the poet himself.

About the Author: Hassan Al Nawwab was born in Iraq in 1960 and came to Australia in 2003
with his wife and children. He is a poet and journalist who has published three volumes of poetry
and two plays in Arabic, and has received numerous awards for his poems. Poems That Do Not
Sleep is Hassan’s first collection in English.
PB 9781760990244 £19.99 June 2021 Fremantle Press 112 pages

Poetry is Queer
J Kirby
POETRY IS QUEER is a kaleidoscope of sexual outlaws, gay icons, Sapphic poets, and great lovers
-- real and imagined -- conjured like gateway drugs to a queer world. Claiming the word queer
for those who self-proclaim the authority of their own bodies in defiance of church and state,
Kirby pays tribute to gay touchstones while embodying both their work and joy. From gazing
upon street boys with constant companion C.P. Cavafy, to end of day observances with Frank
O’Hara, to mowing Walt Whitman’s grass, POETRY IS QUEER is a hybrid-genre memoir like no
other.

About the Author: Kirby’s work includes What Do You Want To Be Called? (Anstruther Press,
2020), This Is Where I Get Off (Permanent Sleep Press, 2019) and She’s Having a Doris Day (Knife
Fork Book, 2017). They are the publisher / book fairy at knife | fork | book [Toronto]. jeffkirby.ca
PB 9781989287866 £15.99 October 2021 Palimpsest Press 232 pages

Poetry New Zealand Yearbook 2022
Tracey Slaughter
Each year Poetry New Zealand, this country’s longest-running poetry magazine (established in
1951 by Louis Johnson), rounds up important new poetry, reviews, and essays, making it the ideal
way to catch up with the latest poetry from both established and emerging New Zealand poets.
The packed issue #56 features 130 new poems — including by this year’s featured poet, Wes Lee,
and by David Eggleton, Janet Newman, Amber Esau, Elizabeth Morton, Aimee-Jane AndersonO’Connor, Alistair Paterson, Essa May Ranapiri, Nikki-Lee Birdsey, Iain Britton, Jordan Hamel, Jack
Ross, Dominic Hoey, Owen Bullock, Semira Davis, Rata Gordon, Adrienne Jansen, Olivia
Macassey, Vaughan Rapatahana, and Kerrin P Sharpe — and essays and reviews of new poetry
collections.

About the Author: Dr Tracey Slaughter is a poet and short story writer. She is the author of
five books, including: Conventional Weapons (Victoria University Press, 2019) and the awardwinning novella if there is no shelter (Ad Hoc, 2020). She has been widely anthologised and has
received numerous awards, including the international Bridport Prize (2014) and BNZ Katherine
Mansfield Awards in 2004 and 2001. Her short story collection, Deleted Scenes for Lovers, was
acclaimed as ‘note-perfect’ (Spinoff) and ‘intoxicating … self-assured, forceful’ (Listener). In 2014
she established the literary journal Mayhem. She lives in Kirikiriroa Hamilton and teaches
creative writing at the University of Waikato.
PB 9781991151117 £28.99 March 2022 Massey University Press 392 pages
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Sun Compass
Brigette DePape
In this debut collection of poetry, sparse text resonates and creates an impactful presence as the
poet unpacks past trauma. Divided into four parts, this essential collection delves into the magic
of resilience in finding one's way through past pains. The poet's words harness both shadow and
light, the contrast creating new directions and perspectives.

About the Author: Brigette DePape is a Winnipeg based writer. She studied Creative Writing
at The University of Ottawa. She has written three plays for fringe festivals across Canada. Her
work explores the themes of healing, sustainability, joy, and love.
PB 9781988168616 £19.99 April 2022 At Bay Press 132 pages

Tangled Yet Coiled
Tom Burgess
TANGLED YET COILED is a collection of 22 poems exploring the climate emergency, the unifying
potential of nature, and experiences of wilderness that vault the ego, that captivate and sustain.
It is written with the hope of turning powerlessness into small acts of courage and championing
the natural beauty found in humans and all living things.

About the Author: Tom Burgess is a Bristol-based poet `who has lived to breathe in new art'.
He worked as a primary school teacher and has published numerous poetry, as well as short
prose.

Reviews: "Tom's work is standing silently in the wings, dusting itself down, waiting to take
centre stage and preparing to enter your eyes, rise to your frontal creative cortex and fill your
soul with utterings of simplicity, beauty, power, majesty, fragility and optimism." -- Tracey West,
CEO and Co-Founder of The Word Forest Organisation
PB 9781912092192 £6.99 May 2021 Arkbound 56 pages

The Blank Page
Ivan Arguelles
A new poetry collection from a great American visionary. Iván Argüelles fills his Blank Page with
astounding poetry, bringing us through Homeric, Dantesque, and Vedic worlds as well as the
Americana of his youth in beautifully constructed lines with imaginative juxtapositions that
would be the envy of André Breton or Paul Éluard. -- Carl Landauer "‘It is difficult,’ William Carlos
Williams famously wrote, ‘to get the news from poems/ yet men die miserably every day/ for
lack of what is found there.’ In Iván Argüelles’ brilliant new book we follow a fecund mind through
our plague year.
Day by day, poem by poem, Argüelles unspools the internal news, speedy, profuse, enjambed
and unwilling to cycle through the usual bromides and pronouncements. This is language on fire,
‘midnight speech unravelled,’ crafted and raw, overflowing and yet aching toward a sublime
silence where ‘meaning diminishes/ in mulch and nothing comes back.’ The Blank Page is news
that won’t be forgotten. -- Philip Brady, author of The Elsewhere: Poems & Poetics

About the Author: Innovative and prolific Mexican American poet, Iván Argüelles, is the
author of many books and chapbooks of poetry. His collection, Looking for Mary Lou, won the
1989 William Carlos Wiliams Award from the Poetry Society of America. In 2013, he received a
lifetime Achievement Award from the Before Columbus Foundation. A retired librarian, he has
resided in Berkeley since 1978. He is the identical twin of New Age Prophet José Argüelles (d.
2011). (Luna Bisonte Prods, 2019), and LAGARTO DE MI CORAZÓN (Luna Bisonte Prods, 2018).
PB 9781952386084 £19.99 September 2021 Sagging Meniscus Press 262 pages
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The Other Life – Poems
Patrick Connors
George Elliott Clarke, "Pat Connors is an unpretentious and unassuming a poet as his hero, that
bard of the everyman and everywoman, Al Purdy." Bruce Meyer, "Here is a voice whose
precision, sense of focus, grace, and economy of language, are brought together in poems that
are memorable and gifted. The beauty of these pieces is that if you blink, you will miss them.
Keep your eyes open, and watch as Connors runs through his memories and his vision of what
life can be." Dr. Georgia Wider, "...a collection of accessible meditations on hockey and hotdogs
and friends and faith. His work is local, tactile, and specific in imagery...Connors speaks in the
language of a working-class hero, a true people's poet." Robert Priest, "Patrick Connors
deceptively plain-spoken poems give us a man in need of unadorned truth...he lays bare the
heart and hopes of a seeker whose urge to reach the true light of faith refuses to be distracted
by baubles and trinkets. It is refreshing to read these poems of spirit." Max Layton, "Strong,
forthright expression of abiding faith."
PB 9781771615402 £17.99 July 2021 Mosaic Press 124 pages

The Pleasures of this Planet aren't enough
Stedmond Pardy
Stedmond Pardy is a self-educated, Left-handed Poet of Mixed Ancestry (Newfoundland & St.
Kitts/Nevis). Originally from the Lakeshore, Mimico area & now residing...Dionysus knows
Where? He got into the literary scene AFTER THE Mysterious music Reviewer the Lonely
Vagabond got hold of some of his work, & Hooked him up with The late great poet & Host of the
radio show "Howl on 89.5 CIUT". Since then He has performed his work Around the Greater
Toronto Area & has appeared on stages In Montreal & Washington state. The Quotes "An artist
is an instrument through which the Universe reveals itself" & "Word poetry Is for every man, but
soul poetry alas, Is not Heavily distributed" Are the words he tries To live by.
PB 9781771615440 £17.99 July 2021 Mosaic Press 120 pages

The Poetics of a Plague - A Haiku Diary
Sandy Jeffs
What was it like to live in Melbourne during the 2020-2021 lockdowns? Capturing the day-to-day
struggles of lockdown, the daily news, Dan Andrews' 11am morning press conferences, the
tensions between Victorians and the rest of Australia, Trump's chaotic America, the conspiracy
theories that circulated and battling her own mental health, Sandy Jeffs takes us through the
whirlwind of events in imaginative haiku poems. These became her sanity while the world
spiralled into madness.
First wave fear is back. Before an end was in sight now there is no end. Trying to make sense of
an unravelling world that is downright mad. This is not only a book about the pandemic but also
about political wins and political failures. From Dan Andrews to Donald Trump. Each day brings
news that creates despair or joy: the pandemic numbers and the voting numbers side by side.
And as the world is in the grip of COVID madness, sanity is found in poetry.

About the Author: Sandy Jeffs OAM is a prize-winning poet and the author of 8 collections
including the bestselling collection, Poems from the Madhouse, Blood Relations The Wings of
Angels: A Memoir of Madness and The Mad Poet’s Tea Party. Her non-fiction includes prizewinning books the memoir, Flying with Paper Wings and Out of the Madhouse (with Margaret
Leggatt).

Reviews: "Light in a dull time Best start to a better day Aptly delightful". - Peter Doherty,
medical scientist & Nobel Prize winner
PB 9781925950366 £17.95 November 2021 Spinifex Press 300 pages
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The Wilder Years - Selected Poems
David Eggleton
David Eggleton, Poet Laureate of Aotearoa 2019-21, has published nine poetry collections, and
now, finally, comes a ‘Best Of ’. The Wilder Years: Selected Poems is a hardback compendium of
the poet’s own selection from 35 years of published work, together with a handful of new poems.
Cover art by Nigel Brown.

About the Author: David Eggleton is a prolific poet, writer, and critic. His most recent
collection The Conch Trumpet (OUP, 2015) won the 2016 Ockham New Zealand Book Award for
poetry, and he received the Prime Minister's Award for Literary Achievement in poetry in October
2016. His other awards include six times Book Reviewer of the Year in the Montana New Zealand
Book Awards, PEN Best First Book of Poetry in 1987 and the Robert Burns Fellowship.
PB 9781988592619 £21.00 July 2021 Otago University Press 314 pages

Through Disassembled Houses of Perfect Stones
David Williamson
The weight of history lies on the spine of memory. That heft and delicate balance are palpable in
these rich poems that echo with grief, longing, and observed beauty. From the silence and
complexity of the northern wilderness to the vast prairie landscapes stretching across the
province, Through Disassembled Houses of Perfect Stones explores self, ancestry, and
community through poems which dwell on the page with a satisfying density of imagery.
Combining careful observation with sensitive reflection, this work examines the poet's memory
and experience as a father, son, husband, and descendent of European settlers married into an
Indigenous family living in Northern Manitoba.

About the Author: David Williamson, was bitten by the photo bug in 1945 with the gift of a
Kodak Baby Brownie. He and his wife, Barbara Walker own and operate an antique gallery in
Avondale, Pennsylvania, where Williamson specializes in classic cameras and photographica.
PB 9781988168609 £19.99 March 2022 At Bay Press 136 pages

Tree Sense - Ways of thinking about tress
Susette Goldsmith
At a moment when the planet is so clearly in peril, the trees stand as both guardians and
messengers. They have words for us -- if only we would listen. As climate change imposes
significant challenges on the natural world, we are being encouraged to plant trees. At the same
time, urban intensification and expansion threatens our existing arboreal resources and leads to
disputes among communities, councils, and developers over the fate of mature trees.
To find our way through this confusion, we need to build our respect for trees and to recognise
their essential role in our environment, our heritage, our well-being, and our future. We need to
build a robust ‘tree sense.’ This collection of essays, art and poetry by artists, activists, ecologists,
and advocates, including Philip Simpson, Anne Noble, Elizabeth Smither, Kennedy Warne, and
Glyn Church, discusses the many ways in which humans need trees, and how our future is laced
into their roots and their branches.
PB 9780995140745 £28.99 June 2021 Massey University Press 80 pages 4 illus
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Tumble
Joanna Preston
This remarkable second collection by award-winning poet Joanna Preston charts a course for the
journey from child to woman. Her bold and original voice swoops the reader from the ocean
depths to the roof of the world, from nascent saints, Viking raids and fallen angels to talking
cameras and an astronaut in space. Always, the human heartbeat is at stake, as Preston explores
love, loss, longing, and lust – how we stumble, how we soar. tumble is a beautifully crafted
collection that traverses traditional forms, the lyric and free verse. It is earthy and embodied,
while at the same time woven through with myth and magical realism.

About the Author: Joanna Preston is an Australian-born poet, editor, and freelance writing
tutor, who lives in a small rural town in Canterbury. In 2008 she won the inaugural Kathleen
Grattan Award for Poetry for her first collection, The Summer King (OUP), which went on to win
the 2010 Mary Gilmore Award for the best first poetry collection by an Australian author.
PB 9781990048197 £14.00 February 2022 Otago University Press 88 pages

Unseasoned Campaigner
Janet Newman
UNSEASONED CAMPAIGNER is a layered collection exploring the complexities of farming life in
Horowhenua. Poet Janet Newman uncovers territory ripe for exploration as she juxtaposes the
often-troubled aspects of commercial farming -- the life and death of animals -- with loving family
relationships. The collection begins with the poet’s contemporary farming life, interspersed with
memories of growing up on the same dairy farm. Newman then goes on to provides a portrait of
her late father, the seasoned campaigner – a farmer working on the land, his war-induced
anxiety, his hardness yet tenderness, and his widowhood. The final section, ‘Ruahine,’ presents
a take on being on the land now as the torch is passed to the next generation. Newman’s lyric
poems are plainly and beautifully put together, with her delicate and surprising attention to form
and language marking her as an exciting new voice in Aotearoa.

About the Author: Janet Newman was born in Levin. She won the 2015 New Zealand Poetry
Society International Competition, the 2017 Kathleen Grattan Prize for a Sequence of Poems and
was a runner-up in the 2019 Kathleen Grattan Awards. Her essays about the sonnets of Michelle
Leggott and the ecopoetry of Dinah Hawken won the Journal of New Zealand Literature Prize for
New Zealand Literary Studies in 2014 and 2016.
PB 9781990048104 £14.00 December 2021 Otago University Press 106 pages

Vociferate
Emily Sun
The poems in Emily Sun’s debut poetry collection VOCIFERATE were inspired by diasporic-Asian
feminist writers. Like these writers, Emily resists Orientalist tropes as she explores the
complexities of national and transnational identities, reflects upon the concept of belonging, and
questions what it means to be Asian-Australian.

About the Author: Emily Sun was born in Hong Kong, moved to England at age three, and at
eight years old immigrated with her family to Whadjuk Noongar Boodjar (Perth, Western
Australia). Emily’s poetry and prose have been published in various journals and anthologies
including Meanjin, Growing Up Asian in Australia, Cordite Poetry Review and Australian Poetry
Journal. Vociferate is her debut poetry collection.
PB 9781760990220 £19.99 June 2021 Fremantle Press 112 pages
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You Look Good for Your Age - An Anthology
Edited by Rona Altrows
"I returned to the same respiratory therapist for my annual check-up. I told her that her words
to me, 'You look good for your age,' had inspired a book. 'Wow!' she said. 'You wrote a whole
book about that?' 'Twenty-nine kick-ass writers wrote it,' I said. She gave me a thumbs up." From
the Preface This is a book about women and ageism. There are twenty-nine contributing writers,
ranging in age from their forties to their nineties.
Through essays, short stories, and poetry, they share their distinct opinions, impressions, and
speculations on aging and ageism and their own growth as people. In these thoughtful, fierce,
and funny works, the writers show their belief in women and the aging process. Contributors:
Rona Altrows, Debbie Bateman, Moni Brar, Maureen Bush, Sharon Butala, Jane Cawthorne, Joan
Crate, Dora Dueck, Cecelia Frey, Ariel Gordon, Elizabeth Greene, Vivian Hansen, Joyce Harries,
Elizabeth Haynes, Paula E. Kirman, Joy Kogawa, Laurie MacFayden, JoAnn McCaig, Wendy
McGrath, E.D. Morin, Lisa Murphy Lamb, Lorri Neilsen Glenn, Olyn Ozbick, Roberta Rees, Julie
Sedivy, Madelaine Shaw-Wong, Anne Sorbie, Aritha van Herk, Laura Wershler
PB 9781772125320 £20.99 May 2021 University of Alberta Press 312 pages

You May Not Take the Sad and Angry Consolations
Shane Neilson
Conceived as an archive of wisdom written by a disabled man for his children, You May Not Take
the Sad and Angry Consolations gives voice to the experience of living in an ableist society: "Why
does it hurt when emotion spills out of a body? How does emotion spell 'body'? What does it
mean to be good? Why is the surplus of beauty everywhere? What is the password?" Weaving
together reflections on fatherhood, Walt Whitman's place in American history, art, and the
lingering effects of past trauma, these ringing and raw poems theorize on the concept of shame,
its intended purpose, and its effects for and on disabled body-minds.

About the Author: Shane Neilson is a disabled poet, physician, and critic, who grew up in
New Brunswick and now lives in Oakville, Ontario. Neilson is the author of four non-fiction books
on medicine and literary criticism. His poetry has won the Walrus Poetry Prize and Arc Magazine's
Poem of the Year Award (twice). His five previous poetry collections include Dysphoria, winner
of the Hamilton Literary Award for Poetry and Complete Physical, a finalist for the Trillium Award.
PB 9781773102481 £15.99 March 2022 Goose Lane Editions 80 pages

You Might Be Sorry You Read This
Michelle Poirier Brown
You Might Be Sorry You Read This is a stunning debut, revealing how breaking silences and
reconciling identity can refine anger into something both useful and beautiful. A poetic memoir
that looks unflinchingly at childhood trauma (both incestuous rape and surviving exposure in
extreme cold), it also tells the story of coming to terms with a hidden Indigenous identity when
the poet discovered her Métis heritage at age 38.
This collection is a journey of pain, belonging, hope, and resilience. The confessional poems are
polished yet unpretentious, often edgy but humorous; they explore trauma yet prioritize the
poet's story. Honouring the complexities of Indigenous identity and the raw experiences of
womanhood, mental illness, and queer selfhood, these narratives carry weight. They tell us "You
need / only be the simple / expression of the divine / intent / that is your life." There is a lifetime
in these poems.

About the Author: Michelle Poirier Brown is an internationally published poet, performer,
and photographer. She is nêhiýaw-iskwêw and a citizen of the Métis Nation. A feminist activist,
now retired from careers as a speech writer, conflict analyst, and federal treaty negotiator, she
writes full-time and has taken up birdwatching.
PB 9781772126037 £15.99 March 2022 University of Alberta Press 104 pages
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